Explore ways to strengthen the consciousness of the Chinese nation community from the perspective of COVID-19 prevention and control
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ABSTRACT. The fourth Plenary Session of the 19th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China will "adhere to the equality of all ethnic groups, forge a solid sense of the Chinese nation community, achieve common unity and struggle, common prosperity and development" as one of the significant advantages of China's national system and national governance system. In the fight against the COVID-19, which will take place in 2020 with no enemy to be seen, it is of great value and significance to forge a sense of community of the Chinese nation. In the process of COVID-19 prevention and control, the basic ways to strengthen the consciousness of the Chinese nation community are as follows: First, adhere to the leadership of the Party; Second, we should put the people first; Third, we should vigorously promote the great national spirit.
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1. Introduction

The consciousness of Chinese national community is the foundation of national unity, the foundation of national unity and the soul of spiritual strength. Since the 18th CPC National Congress, General Secretary Xi Jinping has repeatedly stressed the importance of building a strong sense of national community. From "firmly establish the consciousness of the Chinese nation community" put forward at the second Xinjiang Work Forum, to "actively cultivate the consciousness of the Chinese nation community" put forward at the Central Ethnic Work Conference, to "forge firmly the consciousness of the Chinese nation community" put forward at the 19th National Congress. The change from "firmly establish" to "actively cultivate" and then to "cast firmly" can be seen that the Party attaches great importance to the consciousness of national community. Along with our country socialism with Chinese characteristics into a new era, entered a new phase, with opportunities at the same time is also facing unprecedented challenges, especially in the face of current COVID-19 outbreak, made us more determined casting prison
community consciousness, the Chinese nation cohesion of the Chinese nation's national strength, under the leadership of the communist party of China, to the people as the center, vigorously carry forward the great national spirit, cast in the victory over the outbreak of the pit ethnic community consciousness.

2. Connotation of the Chinese nation community consciousness

2.1 Community of the Chinese nation

Community of the Chinese nation is formed in the people of all ethnic groups in the long historical development of our country political unity, cultural eclecticism, economic interdependence, mutually close, emotional sometimes-complex mix-and-match, I have you, who also cannot leave the who's ethnic community, is based on the common historical conditions, the common value pursuit, common material basis and common identity, based on the common spiritual home for the fate of the universe.

2.2 The sense of community of the Chinese nation

"The sense of community of the Chinese nation" reflects the cognition of all ethnic groups in China on the relationship between the Chinese nation and all ethnic groups as well as the relationship between all ethnic groups. It is the Chinese people's sense of identity and belonging to the great motherland. As a category of consciousness, the consciousness of Chinese ethnic community is based on the objective entity of Chinese ethnic community. The awareness of the Community of the Chinese nation is the cognition and perception of all ethnic groups in China on the community of historical interest, community of shared future, community of politics and community of construction. Thus it can be seen that the consciousness of Chinese nation community is the foundation of national unity, the foundation of national unity and the soul of spiritual power.

3. The significance of building the sense of community of the Chinese nation

3.1 Conducive to maintaining national unity

"Identity" is an important part of building the sense of community of the Chinese nation. The first thing to be solved is to identify with the country, that is, to identify with the policies and policies formulated by the country, and implement them on the basis of identity. On the basis of national identity, the sense of belonging of all ethnic groups has been enhanced, and the recognition of all ethnic groups in the country has been enhanced, so as to help all ethnic groups unite more closely and jointly safeguard national sovereignty, consolidate the strong Chinese ethnic community, and help to jointly resist all kinds of acts that undermine the reunification and
territorial integrity of the motherland. The development has entered a new stage in our country, but in terms of ideology and culture, there are all kinds of unfavorable to the development of China's socialist ideas, these ideas seriously threaten the country's unification, in order to resist the influence of the bad ideas, you need, from the perspective of the ideological field, strengthen the awareness of the people of the community of the Chinese nation, the people of all ethnic groups are closely united, resolute struggle against attempts to split the country's behavior, set up the correct ideal faith, firm confidence and pride for our great motherland.

3.2 Conducive to promoting national unity

To cultivate the sense of community of the Chinese nation is to cultivate the people of all ethnic groups to have a stronger sense of national unity, so as to consciously safeguard the interests of the country and consciously resist the actions threatening to undermine national security. Ethnic unity is not only of great significance to the stable development of the country, but also plays an important role in promoting the development of each ethnic group. All ethnic groups are an indispensable part of the Chinese nation, and the overall interests of all ethnic groups concern the interests of every nation and every individual. Safeguarding ethnic unity is an important condition for China's prosperity, stability and development, and is in the common interests of all people. As General Secretary Xi Jinping has pointed out, "The relationship between the Chinese nation and all ethnic groups is, figuratively speaking, the relationship between a big family and its members, while the relationship between all ethnic groups is the relationship between different members of a big family". The extended family and its members, as well as the members of the family, are closely linked by lips and teeth and share weal and woe with each other in a community of shared destiny. Therefore, the Chinese nation is a community with a shared future. The destiny of all ethnic groups is inseparable from the destiny of the Chinese nation. Only by holding tightly together like pomegranate seeds can we achieve better development by uniting and working together. Building a strong sense of community among the Chinese nation is conducive to maintaining ethnic unity and promoting the common struggle, prosperity and development of all ethnic groups.

3.3 It is conducive to the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation

The Chinese dream of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation is, in essence, to achieve national prosperity, national rejuvenation and people's happiness. This is the great dream of the Chinese people of all nationalities. General Secretary Xi Jinping has stressed that to realize the Chinese dream, we must adhere to the Chinese path, vigorously carry forward the Chinese spirit and pool China's strength. Realize China's dream, it is necessary to every Chinese people for the hard work and effort, all ethnic groups to realize national rejuvenation as own duty, coagulation hearts meet force, this kind of spiritual strength into daily action, it's need to play a key guiding role in the community consciousness of the Chinese
nation, all the members will unite to strive for a common goal. The realization of the Chinese dream will also further stimulate the Chinese people's national pride, sense of honor and national confidence, thus further reinforcing the sense of community of the Chinese nation. Therefore, it is conducive to the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation to consolidate the sense of community of the Chinese nation and pool the strength of The Chinese nation.

4. Forge the basic path of the Chinese nation's sense of community

4.1 Unswervingly uphold the leadership of the Party

Since the founding of new China more than 70 years ago, under the strong leadership of the COMMUNIST Party of China, the Chinese nation has made a great historical leap forward from standing up, getting rich to becoming strong. In the face of the COVID-19 epidemic, "a major public health emergency with the fastest spread, the widest range of infections and the most difficult prevention and control since the founding of the People's Republic of China", we need to uphold the strong leadership of the COMMUNIST Party of China (CPC) and foster a sense of community with a shared future for the Chinese nation in order to address the risks and challenges. General Secretary Xi Jinping pointed out that "major strategic results have been achieved in the fight against COVID-19, which fully demonstrates the remarkable advantages of the LEADERSHIP of the CPC and the socialist system of China". In the face of the sudden OUTBREAK of COVID-19, our Party's incomparable leadership is the most reliable backbone for the Chinese people when disaster strikes. The socialist system of our country has the extraordinary organizational mobilization ability, overall planning and coordination ability, implementation ability, in the face of disaster, more powerful shows the superiority of China's national system and national governance system. COVID-19 is the worst infectious disease pandemic in the world in the past century. It has severely impacted the economic and social development of countries around the world and tested their national governance. In the face of sudden severe epidemic situation, our party unity led the Chinese people of all ethnic groups, more than in the past 10 months of the time, had a thrilling fight disease war, suffered an arduous historical big test, a huge effort, fight against COVID - 19 breakout important strategic achievements, created man with a history of disease and a heroic feats. As long as we work together to uphold and improve the socialist system with Chinese characteristics, modernize China's governance system and governance capacity, and make good use of China's institutional forces to respond to major risks, we will be able to withstand the challenges and tests of all risks and make new historical achievements.

4.2 Resolutely safeguarding the interests of the people

In the face of the challenge of the epidemic, the CPC has given top priority to the
safety and health of the people. As General Secretary Xi Jinping has pointed out, "Health is an inevitable requirement for promoting all-round human development, a basic condition for economic and social development, an important symbol of national prosperity and national prosperity, and the common pursuit of the broad masses of the people." In the face of the challenge of the epidemic, putting people's lives and health first has become an important political task for the prevention and control of the epidemic. In order to solve the problem of the cost of medical treatment for the people and make them feel at ease in seeking medical treatment, the state allocated funds immediately to guarantee medical treatment in all aspects. The Party and the government have decided that all confirmed and suspected patients should be treated first and settled later. After the payment of basic medical insurance, serious disease insurance and medical assistance is made in accordance with regulations, the government will partially subsidize the individual's burden, so as to ensure that no one's treatment will be affected by the cost. For severely ill patients, "one case per person" should be implemented to maximize the cure rate and reduce the death rate. In terms of medical staff, xi jinping, general secretary pointed out: "the medical staff are the backbone power to overcome the outbreak, be sure to attach great importance to their protection, care, love and support from all aspects, so that they always maintain a strong fighting capacity, high morale, energy, sustainable and healthy into victory over the outbreak struggle." Relevant departments have put in place a series of policies and measures to care for front-line medical personnel and provide support from all aspects in ensuring the provision of protective materials and living supplies, as well as wage, temporary wage subsidies and health and epidemic prevention subsidies. The broad masses of the people are the backbone of the Chinese nation's sense of community. During the epidemic prevention and control, our Party firmly upholds the interests of the people, gives top priority to the safety of people's lives, and enhances the strong identification of the people's groups of all ethnic groups with the motherland, thus strengthening the Chinese nation's sense of community.

4.3 Vigorously promote the great national spirit

In the more than 5,000 years of development of the Chinese nation, the Chinese people have not only created a splendid culture, but also formed a great national spirit of unity and unity, love of peace, diligence, courage and constant self-improvement with patriotism at its core. General Secretary Xi Jinping has pointed out that the Chinese people are people with a great spirit of creativity, a great spirit of struggle, a great spirit of unity and a great dream. In the current COVID-19 prevention and control efforts, the great national spirit has demonstrated its great strength and promoted the great national spirit, which is the key force for us to win the war without smoke. In the fight against COVID-19, General Secretary Xi Jinping has personally directed and made arrangements, and people across the country have worked together to help each other in times of difficulty. In a relatively short period of time, the spread of COVID-19 has been contained, the situation has been stabilized, and the situation has been reversed. As a Chinese saying goes, "When one party is in trouble, support comes from all sides". In the face of the
epidemic, China has told a remarkable story of "uniting against the epidemic", which has won the respect and support of the international community and fully demonstrated the great spirit of solidarity. The people's war against COVID-19 has demonstrated China's great spirit of solidarity in the fight against COVID-19. It is China's strength to face up to its responsibilities, to think in one place, to act with all its might, and to carry out mass defense and mass governance to the end. This is China's strength to overcome all difficulties and obstacles. "I've never seen this kind of mobilization in my life." Who Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebrev spoke highly of China, saying, "The speed and scale of China's actions are rare in the world, demonstrating China's speed, China's scale and China's efficiency." These are the advantages of China's system.

5. Summary

The Chinese nation is a community with a shared future in which all are honored and all suffer. Face various risks and challenges at home and abroad, only under the strong leadership of the communist party of China, adhere to the people as the center, vigorously carry forward the great national spirit, give full play to our country system and significant advantages of national governance system, solidarity, common struggle, cast on community awareness of the Chinese nation, the Chinese community to resist risks, constantly moving forward, finally realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation.
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